MISSION OF LOYOLA

We are Chicago’s Jesuit Catholic University -- a diverse community seeking God in all things and working to expand knowledge in the service of humanity through learning, justice, and faith.
DIVERSITY
EXPANDING KNOWLEDGE THROUGH LEARNING
FINDING GOD IN ALL THINGS
Name three places or situations where you can reflect on your life.

Write about a relationship or experience that has challenged you, or, an experience that has had a positive impact on your life.

How do you honor or celebrate key moments in your life when times are: challenging, amazing, painful, or beautiful?
SERVICE FOR JUSTICE
If you have done service, what were the bigger issues behind the service? Is there a connection between the bigger issues and what you might study?

If you have not done service, are there bigger issues that are interesting to you? How might those be connected to what you want to study?

Is there a particular type of service you’d like to do when you get to Loyola?
VALUES

- Community
- Diversity
- Expanding Knowledge Through Learning
- Finding God in All Things
- Service for Justice
“The real measure of our Jesuit Universities lies in who our students become.”

-Peter-Hans Kolvenbach, S.J.
Former Superior General of the Society of Jesus